ABSTRACT
Plant aerial epidermal tissues, like animal epithelia, act as load-bearing layers and hence play pivotal roles in development. The presence of tension in the epidermis has morphogenetic implications for organ shapes but it also constantly threatens the integrity of this tissue. Here, we explore the multi-scale relationship between tension and cell adhesion in the plant epidermis, and we examine how tensile stress perception may act as a regulatory input to preserve epidermal tissue integrity and thus normal morphogenesis. From this, we identify parallels between plant epidermal and animal epithelial tissues and highlight a list of unexplored questions for future research.
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Introduction
Growth and morphogenesis are orchestrated by a bewildering range of signals. The interpretation of these signals provides cells with information about the general developmental and physiological state of the tissues that they are embedded in. Research, both in animals and plants, has shown that mechanical stress, generated endogenously (for example by growth), as well as externally (by environmental cues), acts as an important developmental signal. This realisation has triggered interest in understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying stress perception/transduction, and the roles of tissue architecture in harnessing and transducing physical cues.

In recent years, the epidermis (see Glossary, Box 1 and Fig. 1) has emerged as a tissue that is involved in perceiving and transducing mechanical cues. In many plants, including the model plant Arabidopsis, the epidermis is a cell monolayer, although in some plant species (such as Ficus and Peperomia) multi-layered epidermis can be observed in mature organs (Araújo et al., 2013; Horner, 2012; Wuyts et al., 2010). The epidermis acts as a physical barrier and a platform for the perception of external signals (Savaldi-Goldstein et al., 2007; Serrano et al., 2014; Sieber et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2010). In this respect, the plant shoot epidermis shows remarkably strong parallels (Fig. 2) with animal epithelia (see Glossary, Box 1), which play important defensive and signalling roles, in particular in preventing the movement of potentially harmful cells (either pathogenic or during metastasis formation) between tissues (Chen et al., 2016; Montell, 2003; Shamir and Ewald, 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). Both the above-ground (aerial) plant epidermis and animal epithelia are also crucial for development, independent of the presence of external cues (hormones, growth factors), as their physical position exerts a growth limiting function. It should be noted that epidermal cells also cover the growing plant root, although remarkably little is known about their biomechanical role. Predicted patterns of tension and compression in plant tissues have mainly been confronted with experimental tests (such as cuts) in the shoot, and it is possible that the root epidermis plays a very different mechanical role than the shoot epidermis. The developmental ontogeny of root epidermal cells is also rather different to that of shoot epidermal cells, and their function in absorbing water and nutrients, notably through specific epidermal structures called root hairs, means that they do not have the same ‘barrier’ function as shoot epidermal cells. Furthermore, in many species, root epidermal cells are lost during root maturation and replaced by so-called ‘peridermal tissues’ in a process similar to bark formation on tree trunks.

In this Review, we highlight how the epidermis covering the aerial parts of plants, and the epithelia lining the surfaces of animal tissues and organs, are functionally strikingly similar, yet molecularly largely distinct, and we explore the idea that they play analogous developmental roles in response to mechanical stress. We discuss this apparent functional convergence both in terms of tissue architecture and composition, and in light of recent research uncovering the molecular components implicated in mechanical stress perception. We aim to highlight both gaps in the current knowledge of plant epidermal biology in relation to mechanical considerations, and technical hurdles that need to be overcome for this field to move forward. Given the complexities of root epidermal cells, we have chosen to focus our review exclusively on the epidermal monolayers that cover the young aerial portions of plants.

The developmental origins of plant epidermal tissues
Plant epidermal identity is first established early during embryogenesis (Lau et al., 2012). In the model species Arabidopsis, the ‘protoderm’ (see Glossary, Box 1 and Fig. 1) is generated when the apical cell of the embryo has undergone only three rounds of division. From this stage onward in development, protodermal cells occupy an external position and exhibit two main characteristics that justify their classification as ‘epidermal’: (1) they express epidermal cell fate markers; and (2) they undergo predominantly anticlinal divisions, becoming the precursors of all epidermal cells in the aerial part of the adult plant. The fact that plant cells do not generally move relative to one another, together with the fact that all aerial epidermal cells in the adult plant are formed by anticlinal divisions of existing epidermal cells, means that all epidermal cells effectively share the same outer cell wall, which they ultimately ‘inherit’ from the zygote (Fig. 1). This unique feature of epidermal cells has repercussions for the mechanical properties of the epidermis (see subsequent sections), and may also fundamentally impact epidermal cell fate specification. Indeed, it
Animal epithelia: The cell layers (both mono and stratified) that line the surfaces of animal tissues and organs.

Basement membrane: A continuous ECM structure underlying animal epithelial cells. It contains structural proteins (collagens and elastins), protein-polysaccharide complexes (proteoglycans) and adhesive glycoproteins (fibronectin, laminin).

Cell polarity: The asymmetric distribution of cellular material, conferring structural and functional directionality to cells.

Cell wall: The ECM of plant cells. Mainly composed of polysaccharides such as cellulose (a beta-1,4 polymer of glucose), pectins (homogalactururonan, rhamnogalacturonan I and rhamnogalacturonan II) and hemicelluloses (xyloglucans, arabinoxylans, glucoarabinoxylan and less abundant polymers such as glucomannans, galactoglucomannans and galactomannans). It also contains structural proteins (glycoproteins), enzymes and other function-adapted biopolymers (suberin, cutin and lignin). Note also that water is the most abundant component in the cell wall and may play a key role in its properties.

Epidermis: A continuous layer of specialised cells covering all organs in land plants (see Fig. 1).

Extracellular matrix (ECM): The extracellular compartment in which structural and biochemical components, secreted by cells or synthesized at the cell cortex, accumulate into a composite network that is constantly remodelled.

Mechanical stress: Mechanical force divided by the surface area to which the force is normal. Typically, in the outer epidermal wall of plant cells, tensile stress is the tension tangential to the epidermal surface. Cell wall thickening acts to reduce stress by increasing surface area, assuming homogeneous mechanical properties in the cell wall.

Mechanosensors: Deformable molecules that are able to sense changes in mechanical stress through conformational changes.

Phragmoplast: A cytoskeleton array serving a scaffolding function for the formation of the cell plate during plant cell cytokinesis.

Plasmodesmata: Membrane-lined channels that cross the walls of plant cells (and some algal cells), enabling cell-to-cell transport and communication.

Protoderm: A population of embryonic cells that exhibits epidermal characteristics and that will give rise to epidermal tissues.

is thought that plant epidermal identity is specified only once during early embryogenesis and is subsequently maintained only in cells positioned in the outermost layer (Javelle et al., 2011a; Takada and Iida, 2014). The ablation of tissues at later developmental stages does not lead to de novo specification of epidermal identity (Bruck and Walker, 1985). This, combined with the analysis of mutants exhibiting perturbed cell division patterns (Javelle et al., 2011a), has led to the idea that epidermal fate is associated with positional information localised in the cell wall of the zygote or egg cell, although the nature of the signal remains unknown. Similarly, epidermal cells in animals are the first type of cells to differentiate during embryogenesis and their identity also appears to be controlled, at least in part, by positional cues (Bedzhov et al., 2014; Chazaud and Yamanaka, 2016; Stephenson et al., 2012).

**Key features of an epidermis: cell polarisation and tight cell adhesion**

Animal epithelial and plant epidermal cell layers are both characterised by an intrinsic ‘inside-outside’ cell polarity (see Glossary, Box 1) that is associated with the differential distribution of cytosolic components and the polar secretion of extracellular matrix (ECM) material (see Glossary, Box 1 and Fig. 2). Animal epithelia also possess a basement membrane (see Glossary, Box 1) that mediates structural, developmental and defensive roles (Halfter et al., 2015). Such basement membranes contain characteristic proteins that provide a physical scaffold and regulate cell shape changes, cell adhesion or growth (Sherwood, 2015). Although there is formally no equivalent of a basement membrane in plants, the cell wall (see Glossary, Box 1) facing the external environment might share homologous functions, at least when focusing on the aerial part of the plant. The plant ECM is highly modified (notably with the deposition of a hydrophobic cuticle) and continuously thickened to provide protective and structural functions (Yeats and Rose, 2013). Interestingly, in both animals and plants an important role for these highly modified supra-cellular matrices in maintaining cell layer integrity has been uncovered. For example, in wounded animal epithelia, molecular signals located on the basement membrane are crucial for guiding the migration of cells to replace damaged cells (Fujii et al., 2015). In plants, as discussed above it is clear that the outer cell wall of the epidermis, which is inherited when anticlinal divisions occur, is a vital repository of positional information necessary for the maintenance of epidermal cell identity (ten Hove et al., 2015). Like animal epithelial cells, plant epidermal cells adhere tightly to one another to form continuous layers (Fig. 2). In animal epithelia, this adhesion is mainly achieved through physical contacts between proteins of neighbouring cells (Kawauchi, 2012). By contrast, plant epidermal cells, like all plant cells, adhere via their cell wall. In both cases, the regulated maintenance of cell-cell contacts facilitates communication either across the membrane/matrix or through pores – gap junctions in animal epithelia or plasmodesmata (see Glossary, Box 1) in the case of the plant epidermis. The ontogeny of a plant epidermal cell can affect its cytoplasmic connectivity with neighbouring cells. During anticlinal cell divisions in the epidermis (as in all tissues), primary plasmodesmata are established in the forming cell plate. By contrast, the maintenance of cytoplasmic communication between epidermal cells and underlying cells requires the de novo formation of additional contacts called secondary plasmodesmata (recently reviewed by Stahl and Simon, 2013). Communication between epidermal cells is crucial for the establishment and maintenance of both the plant epidermis and animal epithelia (San-Bento et al., 2013; YamBen et al., 2013). Consistent with this key role, the loss of integrity, and thus of cell polarity and cell-to-cell adhesion, in both
plant epidermal tissues and animal epithelia leads to uncontrolled proliferation and spontaneous tumour development (Ahn et al., 2004; Krupková et al., 2007; Wodarz and Nathke, 2007).

Epidermal integrity and cell fate establishment: a chicken and egg story?
As highlighted above, a fundamental feature of the plant epidermis is its integrity. A damaged epidermis is detrimental for plant development as well as for protection against both biotic and abiotic stresses (Javelle et al., 2011a). Interestingly, the establishment and maintenance of this crucial feature have been linked to the establishment and maintenance of epidermal fate. Plant epidermal specification, differentiation and maintenance have all been linked to the activity of a specific subfamily (IV) of homeodomain-leucine zipper (HD-ZIP) transcription factors (TFs). The expression of these TFs is mainly restricted to the epidermis, both in Arabidopsis (Javelle et al., 2011b; Peterson et al., 2013; San-Bento et al., 2013) and in other plant species (Peterson et al., 2013). In Arabidopsis, HD-ZIP family IV includes 16 members, many of which have been implicated in epidermis-specific processes. Epidermis specification relies on the activity of two redundantly acting family members: PROTODERMAL FACTOR 2 (PDF2) and Arabidopsis thaliana MERISTEM LAYER 1 (AtML1) (Abe et al., 2003). The simultaneous loss of function of these TFs leads to early embryo lethality (San-Bento et al., 2013). In Arabidopsis seedlings, the expression of PDF2 and AtML1, and thus epidermis identity, is maintained through a feedback loop that involves the receptor-like kinase Arabidopsis CRINKLY4 (ACR4) (San-Bento et al., 2013), and it has been hypothesized that ACR4-mediated intracellular signalling could be affected by cell wall modifications (Moussu et al., 2013). Consistent with this idea, it has recently been shown that defects in epidermis integrity are tightly associated with defects...
in epidermis identity/differentiation (Galletti and Ingram, 2015; Galletti et al., 2015; Krupková et al., 2007). In turn, epidermis-specific characteristics, such as cell polarity, anticlinal divisions and, importantly, tight cell adhesion, depend on the acquisition of epidermal cell identity. This apparent positive-feedback loop underlies the difficulty of genetically separating defects in cell adhesion from defects in cell identity.

A layer under tension: the epidermis as a load-bearing and growth-limiting stratum

In addition to maintaining a continuous barrier that protects internal tissues, the presence of strong adhesion in the plant epidermis has a fundamental structural role. Decades of experiments have demonstrated that the epidermis of growing tissues is under tension, while internal tissues are compressed. For example, the epidermis of sunflower stems contracts once it is peeled off the stem, while internal tissues expand, demonstrating that a balance between epidermal tension and internal compression is at play in this context (Kutschera and Niklas, 2007). This also explains why dandelion stems, once cut lengthwise, curl up. Such tests also provide consistent results in more specific tissues, such as shoot meristems: incisions in meristems have been shown to open up (gage), consistent with the epidermis being under tension (Dumais and Steele, 2000; Hussey, 1973), while a more recent assessment of the mechanical properties of meristems suggests that they behave as elastic shells under pressure (Beauzamy et al., 2015). Consistent with this idea, mutants showing abnormally high cell proliferation rates and increased cell size in the inner stem tissue exhibit increased mechanical stress (see Glossary, Box 1) on their epidermis, eventually leading to the formation of epidermal cracks (Maeda et al., 2014). The presence of a balance between tension and compression implies that the epidermis is a load-bearing layer and thus has the potential to limit growth.

Molecular genetic studies have also provided further indications of a growth-limiting role of the epidermis. For instance, dwarfism in mutants impaired in brassinosteroid signalling or synthesis can be fully rescued by expressing the corresponding wild-type gene specifically in the epidermis (Sampathkumar et al., 2014; Savaldi-Goldstein et al., 2007; Stahlberg et al., 2015). Similarly, auxin, which is the dominant plant hormone regulating morphogenesis, is actively distributed in the epidermis of the shoot apical meristem to generate concentration peaks, localised cell wall weakening and organ emergence (Reinhart et al., 2003). It seems, therefore, that the protective function of the epidermis is tightly coupled to its role in resisting tension. This role is similar to that performed by the plant cell wall, the turgor-driven deformation of which regulates cell expansion (Beauzamy et al., 2015). Indeed, at the tissue level, at least in structurally relatively simple tissues (such as meristems and organ primordia), the plant epidermis, viewed as a continuous layer, can be considered to play a mechanical role analogous to that of the cell wall. Such parallels facilitate analysis of the implications of tension in the epidermal layer by allowing the application of simplified continuous models of growth. Such an approach was used to propose that softening of the epidermis and underlying layers, by the localised modification of cell wall properties, is required to trigger organogenesis (Fleming et al., 1997; Peaucelle et al., 2008, 2011; Pien et al., 2001). More recently, experimental evidence together with cell-based modelling of growth have shown that, in the epidermis, changes in both cell growth isotropy and cell wall stiffness are required to promote organ initiation (Sassi et al., 2014).

The exact extent of the zone that is under tension in different developing tissues is not clear and is difficult to determine. In the simplest case, only the outer surface of epidermal cells might be under tension. In a more complex scenario, the whole epidermis, and possibly also underlying cell layers, could be affected. The exact site of accumulation of mechanical stress in tissues is likely to depend on many factors. In meristems, for example, where tissues are relatively homogeneous and the main load-bearing cell wall is likely to be that of the epidermis, simple tissue geometry could play an important role in distributing stress. In large flat meristems, several cell layers are likely to be exposed to the tension imposed by the underlying cell body. By contrast, in meristems with a more pointed morphology, such as those of cereals, tension might only be perceived in the epidermis (Wegner, 2000). Conversely, such geometry might also reflect tension levels, as the presence of a flatter epidermis would be consistent with higher tension levels and the differentiation of several epidermal layers to resist it. The differences in force distribution due to such geometrical variability have been proposed to directly affect cell division orientation in epidermal and underlying cell layers (Wegner, 2000). In more complex tissues, however, such simple geometric relationships are impacted by other factors, such as growth and tissue heterogeneities. For instance, even though the overall shape of leaves and cotyledons is flat and should not bias stress direction, the presence of stomata on local topographical hills imposes a local pattern of stress in neighbouring pavement cells (Sampathkumar et al., 2014). A further illustration is the developing Arabidopsis seed, the coat of which contains four concentric cell layers of epidermal origin. It was recently shown that, in this more complex system, mechanical tension accumulates not in the outermost seed coat epidermal cell layer, but in the cell layer beneath it (the adaxial epidermis of the outer integument). The outer cell wall of this epidermal cell layer, which in reality is buried within the developing seed coat, is the thickest periclinal wall in the seed coat and appears to be load-bearing (Creff et al., 2015). In both these examples, patterns of cortical microtubule reorientation were used as directional reporters for tissue tension; changes in tensile stress patterns in the epidermis are known to affect cortical microtubule orientation, which can in turn be used as a readout of tensile stress direction (Hamant et al., 2008; Sampathkumar et al., 2014). However, changes in microtubule dynamics are difficult to detect in subsurface cell layers, and microtubule dynamics also respond to other cues such as light or hormones. In order to gain a more detailed vision of where tensions accumulate, particularly in isotropic plant tissues, the development of tension sensors, like those already available in animal systems (Chao et al., 2015), will be imperative, assuming that results obtained by imaging at the microscale can be properly linked to deformations occurring at a nanoscale level.

Tissue tension is also apparent in animal epithelial cells and can easily be demonstrated, notably by carrying out localised ablations (e.g. Landsberg et al., 2009). Such tissue-level tension can be generated by the epithelial cells themselves through the activity of the actin/myosin cytoskeleton; the local accumulation of myosin, like microtubule orientation in plants, can even serve as a readout for stress accumulation in these tissues. Such tensile forces play crucial morphogenetic roles. For example, in the Drosophila wing disc, separate functional domains can be delineated by tension lines within the epithelium, as tension prevents intercalation between cells on either side of the tension line (Aliee et al., 2012; Landsberg et al., 2009). Interestingly, the role of osmotic pressure and its impact on membrane and ECM tension, which is already well established in plant development, is now also under the spotlight in
animal studies (for a comparative review see Asnacios and Hamant, 2012).

**How is epidermal cell-cell adhesion achieved?**

An important implication of the presence of tensile stress in epidermal and epithelial cell layers is that it tends to pull cells apart, thus threatening tissue integrity (Maeda et al., 2014). Thus, robust mechanisms must exist to allow the cells in these layers to remain tightly associated in the presence of such tensile stress, in turn suggesting that tensile stress perception might serve as a cue to consolidate adhesion. Indeed, recent studies have highlighted how various structural cell components contribute to achieving, maintaining and regulating cell-cell adhesion, while also contributing to mechanoperception.

The mechanisms that hold cells together in animal epithelia have been relatively well described (Baum and Georgiou, 2011; Leckband and de Rooij, 2014). Tight and adherens junctions, gap junctions, as well as desmosomes, hemi-desmosomes and focal adhesions are clusters of protein complexes that play key roles in cell adhesion. Some of the proteins that are part of these complexes (i.e. integrins, cadherins and selectins) are dedicated to cell-cell adhesion, acting by direct protein-protein interactions mediated by their extracellular domains (Rakshit et al., 2012). Cadherins play a key role in epithelial cell adhesion (Leckband and de Rooij, 2014) but they are also involved in mechanotransduction: the intracellular domain of cadherins mediates its interaction with the rest of the junction protein complex, which itself interacts with the actin cytoskeleton, allowing the propagation of mechanical signals through epithelial tissues (Shapiro and Weis, 2009). These protein complexes (cadherin-/β-catenin/vinculin and integrin/talin/vinculin) have formally been described as mechanosensors (see Glossary, Box 1), and their ability to sense tension allows cells to reinforce these junctions (Thomas et al., 2013). Importantly, despite the capacity of animal epithelia to generate adhesion through these molecular effectors, they remain mechanically fragile, and their integrity also relies on support from the continuous basement membrane to which they adhere, particularly in the face of externally applied forces. Cell-matrix interplay has also been shown to be as important as cell-cell interactions for the regulation of growth, tissue shape, cell survival and motility (Haigo and Bilder, 2011; Wells, 2008). For example substrate stiffness has been shown to influence HaCaT epidermal cell proliferation, cell differentiation and migration (Wang et al., 2012). These cell-matrix interactions are very dynamic and, more importantly, reciprocal. Indeed, changes in the biomechanical properties of ECM, caused by tissue stretching or by pathological conditions, can affect cell behaviours, allowing ECM components to rearrange/realign. Overall, these mechanisms of mechanoperception in animal epithelia induce major remodelling and reinforcement of basement membranes, notably through the production of collagen and the activation of matrix metalloproteases (Adhikari et al., 2011; Breen, 2000). This feedback loop between the ECM and epithelial cells is also very important for tissue adaptation to environmental changes (Lu et al., 2012). Whether similar circuits exist in plant epidermal cells is open to question.

Likewise, the constant tension that is imposed on plant epidermal cells by underlying tissues, and their own turgor pressure, will lead to cell separation if not properly counteracted (Jarvis, 1998). In the face of this tension, plants must maintain a continuous and intact epidermis in order to both ensure protection and growth control and to allow for the normal propagation of mechanical tension at its surface. This implies that cell adhesion between neighbouring epidermal cells must be tightly controlled and maintained. In contrast to the situation in animals, plant cells are surrounded by a thick cell wall that restricts their movements and also prevents direct cell-to-cell contact through protein-protein interactions (Carpita and Gibeaut, 1993). Because of this, unlike the situation in animals, where cell adhesions are dynamic and must be established de novo after division or after cell migration, cell interactions in plants are much more stable. This can be related to the fact that osmotic pressure in plant cells is around three orders of magnitude higher than in animal cells. The presence of more stable interactions also means that cell adhesion is determined by cell division planes. It is also worth remembering that in plants, cytokinesis involves the progressive separation of daughter cells through the centrifugal establishment of the cell plate (site of the nascent cell wall) (Drakakaki, 2015) rather than a ‘pinching’ mechanism as seen in animals. As a result, plant daughter epidermal cells inherit a continuous external parental cell wall into which the phragmoplast (see Glossary, Box 1) inserts. Because epidermal cells arise from anticlinal divisions of other epidermal cells, this has profound implications for the epidermal layer because it means that a structurally intact cell wall is maintained at the plant surface during division, presumably preventing mechanical weakening of the epidermis during this crucial process. This wall is subject to considerable tension during growth, particularly at cell-cell junctions, and must be continuously reinforced to resist breakage.

As in animal epithelia, there is evidence that tension in plants is perceived by epidermal cells and that these cells react to resist tension. A number of components have been implicated in this process in plant tissues. For example, the tensile stress patterns in the epidermis can change during growth due to tissue deformation and, as discussed above, these patterns can affect cortical microtubule orientation. Although the mechanisms responsible for cortical microtubule reorientation in response to stress remain unclear, it follows that cellulose, the deposition of which is guided by cortical microtubules (Hamant et al., 2008; Sampathkumar et al., 2014), is placed so as to locally resist maximal tension.

In addition to cellulose microfibrils, the plant ECM contains other sugar-derived molecules (e.g. pectins, hemi-celluloses) and proteins (Cosgrove, 2005). Pectins form a gel-like matrix in which the load-bearing polysaccharide cellulose is embedded. Although the external epidermal cell wall shows a unique inherited continuity, anticlinal cell walls contain a pectin-enriched central layer called the middle lamella (Orfila et al., 2001). Numerous observations point to a major role for this layer in cell adhesion (Daher and Brnybroek, 2015; Jarvis et al., 2003; Willats et al., 2001). Pectins are also able to form multiple crosslinks (Anderson, 2016). The most studied, and probably the most relevant for cell adhesion, are the crosslinks mediated by homogalacturonan (HG), a linear polymer of partially methyl-esterified galacturonic acid. HG is synthesized with a high degree of methyl-esterification, and only when it is released in the cell wall are some of the methyl-ester groups removed by pectin-degrading enzymes (polygalacturonases, pectate lyases) or chemical treatments able to dissolve the pectin layer (Ramana and Taylor, 1994). In addition, the immunolocalisation of various pectin
epitopes has revealed the specific accumulation of HG-Ca

surprising: since plants developed multicellularity entirely independently from animals, it is very possible that they developed tension-sensing strategies analogous to those that exist in animal epithelia but using unrelated molecular components. Although these potential mechanoperception pathways remain largely unknown, the role of mechanical cues in plants is receiving increasing attention (Hamant, 2013; Mirabet et al., 2011). In addition, cell wall integrity signalling seems to be emerging as a potentially important cue for maintaining the integrity of the plant epidermis. Although their involvement remains largely speculative at this point, below we discuss the possible involvement of both potential mechanosensing and cell wall integrity pathways in plant epidermal integrity (e.g. Hématy et al., 2007). It is, at this point, important to note that tensile stress between neighbouring plant epidermal cells may lead both to the activation of mechanoreceptors and to wall separation at cell junctions. Wall separation could be perceived by cell wall integrity sensors that are upstream of signalling pathways involved in local cell wall reinforcements and that are likely to involve chemical signalling (Denness et al., 2011; Hématy et al., 2007). To date, although bona fide plant cell wall integrity sensors have been identified, it has been more difficult to definitively distinguish between these and potential mechanosensors.

So far, the best-characterised potential mechanosensor in plants is FERONIA (FER), a receptor-like kinase that belongs to the Catharanthus roseus RLK1 (CrRLK1)-like family of proteins. FER was identified in a reverse genetic screen for plants lacking Ca

The adhesive properties of pectins are not only due to the ability of HG chains to form Ca

It is clear that cell adhesion functions are not limited solely to pectic components (e.g. Draeger et al., 2015), especially in the epidermis where a continuous cellulosic cell wall coats the tissue surface. Most cell wall polysaccharides can indeed crosslink to each other using a variety of mechanisms (Cosgrove, 2016). These interactions are regulated by cell wall remodelling enzymes that could also actively participate in maintaining cell adhesion. As highlighted above, the most external junctions between epidermal cells are predicted to be regions where the greatest separating forces accumulate. However, surprisingly little is known about the structural features of these cell-cell adhesion zones. Investigating how these junctions change during development and how the integrity of these junctions is sensed and maintained will be of considerable importance.

Sensing and transducing tension and adhesion defects

In animals, several mechanotransduction pathways have been identified. These pathways involve structurally heterogeneous molecules that localise to different subcellular compartments, such as cadherins (Leckband and de Rooij, 2014), integrins (Kenny and Connelly, 2015), β-catenin pathway components (Farge, 2003; Fernández-Sánchez et al., 2015), PIEZO/TRP (Schrenk-Siemens et al., 2014), vinculin/talin (Yao et al., 2014), actin (Risca et al., 2012) and YAP/TAZ (Dupont et al., 2011). However, despite some mechanical homologies (Durand-Smet et al., 2014), contractile animal cells are in essence fundamentally different from plant cells, and many of the proteins listed above have thus far not been found to be encoded in plant genomes. This is not
with cell wall polysaccharides (Lindner et al., 2012). Although a small peptide was recently found to be the ligand of the FER extracellular domain (Haruta et al., 2014), cell wall polysaccharides could nonetheless represent alternative ligands, consistent with the implication of other CrRLK1-like proteins in cell wall integrity sensing. However, to date there is no clear evidence that these receptors are involved in maintaining epidermal integrity and epidermal cell-cell adhesion.

Beyond the CrRLK1-like protein family, a number of other interesting molecules could potentially be involved in mechanosensing in plants. Among these are the wall-associated kinases (WAKs) (Kohorn, 2016), the proline-rich extensin-like receptor kinases (PERKs), the leucine-rich repeat-containing receptor-like kinases (LRR-RLKs), the lectin receptor kinases (LecRKs), the receptor-like proteins (RLPs), GPI-anchored proteins, formins and integrin-like proteins (Ringli, 2010). The WAKs are particularly interesting in the context of mechanosensing and cell-cell adhesion. They have been shown to bind high molecular weight pectins (Decreux and Messiaen, 2005; Wagner and Kohorn, 2001) as well as shorter pectin fragments called oligogalacturonides (Brutus et al., 2010). Pectins have been proposed to contribute to mechanosensing, with their Ca\(^{2+}\) crosslinks being dependent on tension (Peaucelle et al., 2012; Proseus and Boyer, 2008), and WAKs have the potential to sense the state of these pectins, either by binding to the polymer or to degradation products. Although this scenario remains hypothetical at this stage, it is interesting to note that knocking down the expression of five WAKs leads to growth arrest (Wagner and Kohorn, 2001). Furthermore, downstream WAK targets include vacuolar invertases (Kohorn et al., 2006) that have the potential to affect turgor pressure via vacuole osmolarity, suggesting that WAKs could indeed be involved in mechanical feedback signalling.

Finally, plant genomes encode several proteins that are either proven or candidate stretch-activated ion channels. As in animals, plant cells respond to mechanical stimuli by an elevation in intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) levels, a process that has been termed mechanosensing. Mechanosensitive channels are known to be involved in mechanosensing in most eukaryotic organisms, including plants. In animals, mechanosensitive channels are typically located in the plasma membrane and are activated by mechanical stimuli such as pressure or stretch. Mechanosensitive Ca\(^{2+}\) currents have been detected and studied extensively in animal cells, and it is expected that similar molecules exist in plants.

Mechanosensory proteins in plants are likely to be involved in cellular responses to both internal and external stresses. Although the mechanisms used to prevent tissue rupture and promote cell-to-cell and cell-to-ECM adhesion in animals are well understood, the situation in plants is less clear.

**Conclusion**

Animals and plants developed multicellular body plans entirely independently. In both kingdoms, cell layers covering other tissues or organs (i.e. animal epithelia and the plant epidermis) evolved to play both developmental and protective functions that strongly depend upon their structural integrity. The cells within these layers are exposed to mechanical tension imposed by themselves (turgor pressure, actin-mediated contraction), by other cells/organs (internal tissues, morphogenetic events, muscular movements) or by the external environment. These pulling/stretching forces, if not properly counteracted, would eventually lead to tissue damage, with many detrimental consequences for the organism. To ensure tissue continuity, organisms have developed mechanisms to tightly control cell-to-cell adhesion in the face of tension in these cell types. The mechanisms used to prevent tissue rupture and promote cell-to-cell and cell-to-ECM adhesion in both animal epithelia and the plant epidermis rely on the perception of tensile stress either directly via mechanoreceptors or indirectly via the activity of receptors sensing changes in ECM status. They also involve intricate feedback loops through which cells can fine-tune tissue responses to both internal and external stresses. Although the structural and signalling components used by animal epithelial and plant epidermal cells to achieve cell layer continuity in response to tension are dramatically different, striking and informative functional convergence in the strategies used in both kingdoms is emerging (Fig. 2).

It is clear that knowledge in this field, even for animal epithelia, remains fragmentary, underlining the inherent difficulty of studying mechanics and mechanosensing in highly complex living systems. Indeed, a number of questions (as summarised in Box 2) remain. Addressing these questions in the future will allow the detailed characterisation of both the mechanical landscape of the plant epidermis and the molecular mechanisms underlying the maintenance of its integrity.

**Box 2. Future directions and open questions**

- Is mechanical stress perception a fundamental requirement for epidermal identity specification and maintenance?
- Is adhesion in the epidermis the result of tissue-specific reactions to tension (mechanical strengthening) in the epidermis?
- What is the contribution of adhesion to the propagation of tension in the epidermis?
- Can plant-specific tension sensors be developed to help visualise and quantify local stress changes?
- What are the relative roles of pectins and other ECM components in reinforcing the outer cell wall of epidermal cells?
- Does the relative contribution of different ECM components to epidermal integrity change during development?
- What are the molecular players involved in tensile stress perception during epidermal development?
- What is the mechanism of transmission of mechanical signals to actin filaments and microtubules in plants?
- What are the developmental consequences of a total loss of mechanosensing in plants?
- How does the relationship between tension perception and epidermal integrity contribute to major developmental processes?
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